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SUBJECTS VERBS 

hunter dentist chomp quit 

ghost alien dine chase 

scout robot graze follow 

woman tortoise guzzle obey 

wizard children munch pursue 

sculptor mother slurp float 

thief father ask glide 

artist sister beg soar 

princess brother plead flow 

lifeguard girl question ooze 

beggar man hiss race 

baby lady snuffle roll 

dog teenager squeal slide 

boy cousin yell speed 

policeman aunty gasp soak 

clown uncle huff spatter 

neighbour gran sigh speckle 

monster pa snap sprinkle 

teacher babysitter whisper gush 

manager dancer bellow loaf 

beautician athlete croak lounge 

builder coach cry nap 

lawyer student howl snooze 

shopkeeper apprentice roar snore 

ambulance driver worker scream squeeze 
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postman boss shout jab 

comedian driver shriek poke 

singer mechanic boast smudge 

actor salesman command stroke 

actress nurse instruct force 

friend doctor reply nudge 

janitor handyman teach prod 

chef landscaper build crawl 

scuba diver guest craft creep 

marine biologist bystander create march 

visitor witness brew plod 

writer suspect mix stride 

author victim gel wander 

electrician judge liquefy bolt 

plumber farmer dig dart 

handyman milkman burrow dash 

landscaper gardener sink run 

guest passenger climb scurry 

bystander host mount skip 

witness hostess scale fumble 

suspect cleaner crumple grasp 

victim soldier crush hold 

judge vet wreck crave 

farmer bear close want 

milkman damsel shut wish 
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gardener dragon slam devour 

passenger duke excite digest 

gnome beast calm dine 

golden goose dragonfly lull drain 

hobbit dwarf soothe gorge 

leprechaun daughter enjoy guzzle 

magical creature emperor hope indulge 

prince fairy imagine inhale 

king faun listen slurp 

queen elf aid nibble 

mermaid maiden cherish boast 

merman fairy godmother prize announce 

old woman fisherman treasure comment 

tailor frog prince adore declare 

miller gingerbread man gaze utter 

baker goat look gasp 

shoemaker fox peek huff 

sea serpent giant peer sigh 

ogre troll exit snap 

peddler traveller leave guffaw 

sea king astronaut halt snicker 

stepmother ladybug impress bellow 

stepfather superhero manipulate holler 

toad shar persuade howl 

unicorn dolphin insult lament 
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woodcutter pirate leach shriek 

crocodile scientist neglect wail 

moon child outrage blabber 

clouds eagle overrule bluster 

wife bird pacify gush 

men cat confuse scoff 

librarian rabbit confound snuffle 

mailman fish dazzle squeal 

fireperson flower deceive inquire 

principal sun conceal implore 

archaeologist panda crave plead 

bounty hunter family desire require 

cattle rustler leaves wish instruct 

dog trainer horse imagine demand 

deep sea diver rain exhaust encourage 

secret agent kangaroo excite impress 

hero giraffe ignite journey 

invisible person warrior petrify traverse 

jungle explorer gladiator startle venture 

knight inventor deter ascend 

mountain climber settler forbid mount 

mad scientist servant halt scale 

outlaw ruler chase burrow 

sea captain spaceman follow sink 

pilot robber obey assault 
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sheriff villain pursue disarm 

skydiver treasure hunter arrive cleave 

spy tourist exit dismantle 

 

peek corrupt 

peer ruin 

bargain craft 

deal create 

plot design 

conspire manufacture 

cascade gel 

flow liquefy 

ooze brew 

spatter extract 

spew alter 

sprinkle evolve 

float modify 

glide morph 

cast enjoy 

catapult relish 

hurl gloat 

lob wallow 

nudge adore 

prod amuse 

jab cherish 

poke treasure 
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smudge despise 

stroke loathe 

loaf dwell 

lounge occupy 

amble admire 

creep gaze 

dawdle swim 

lope run 

stagger find 

bolt went 

scurry move 

flounce sneak 

stroll climb 

stride jump 

meander grow 

plod fall 

saunter rise 

stalk steal 

wander sail 

show camp 

help walk 

keep like 

put eat 

tell explore 

call discover 
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need drive 

ask drink 

give draw 

thought carry 

made hear 

hunt feel 

search work 

look want 

 play 
 


